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NO. 6

Xavier Host To NFCCS ·Orientation

CAPS ON! VOTES SQUELCH FROSH
Honorary Col.
To Begin Her.
Reign No~. 17
Will Be Commissioned
During Military Ball

Council Session
Scene Of Debate
On Class Disunity

Freshmen Lose Out At Polls,
Receive But 42 % Of Ballots

Scraping together only 42 per cent of the 579 votes cast
in last Monday's referendum, the freshmen class will be required to continue wearing their beanies until the Marshall
Xavier will welcome nearly 300
The request of Student Council football game on Homecoming day, Nov. 20. One hundred
Chairman, Bob Conway, that the and sixty-six freshmen and 79 sympathetic upperclassmen students from eleven colleges in

various class presidents assemble
their class-mates some time in
the near future to handle any
Pretty, dark-haired, 19-year- c o m p 1 a i n t s they may have
old Betty Lang, Evening College touched off a discussion that led
freshman, was elected last Sun- to verbal fireworks last Monday.
day afternoon in South Hall to
After recognizing the disunity
among certain classes on the
campus, the discussions turned to
disunity among Council members
themselves, the latest evidence of
this situation being the close 5-4
decision of last week which decided that Council would not rescind its ruling that freshmen
wear their caps until Nov. 20.
Council moderator, Frank T.
Dietz S.J., terminated the discussion by remarking that the
lack of cooperation ~ong the
members of Council has cost the
Council the loss of much dignity
this year. He laid the disunity
to the fact that Council is workSignificant of the light Freshmen vote Jack Code marks his
ing under a new Constitution and ballot as Bob Schildmeyer, registrar, looks on.
attempting to make it work with
the majority of members serving supported the petition presented
their first semester in Student to Student Council last week by tices. This board has secured the
Council. He said every class presi- frosh George Darrah and James services of fotir members of the
football squad to make sure that
Cadet Col. Betty Lang
dent should be asked to report Feldman.
on the feelings and opinions of
In order to enforce this council those freshmen summoned for
become the new Honorary Cadet
his class-mates, and in one way ruling, that body has set up a trial put in a prompt appearance.
Colonel for Xavier's ROTC, and
All the members of the student
or another to discover the tenor "kangaroo court" with Art Ney,
will be commissioned during
council make up the campus poof
his
class.
After
he
accom-1
council
vice-president,
B
er
n
i
e
ceremonies to be held at the Miliplishes this, Fr. Di~tz said, if the Downey, Tom Link, Jim Charles, lice force, but any upperclassman
tary Ball, Nov. 17, at Castle Farm.
(Continued on Page 7)
and Gene Driscoll as chief jus- can "swear out a warrant" against
"Golly, I. was so thrilled, I
a hatless freshman.
The previous "kangaroo court",
could hardly believe it," she exclaimed, when telephoned at her
.,
headed by Larry Kane, was pow11
Mt. Washington home by the
erless to inflict any serious penalties on offending freshmen.
election committee. Balloting w~s
The new board of judges, howconducted among a group of basic
cadets and the Pershing Rifles · Mr. Victor L. Dial, director of Leonard, program director of ever, has a list of ten sentences
with six nominees vying for the the Masque Society, has complet- WSAI.
which they feel will cause the
honor. The winner was not an- ed casting for the title roles of
Miss Wolf, a graduate of Our many lax freshmen to dig their
nounced by the election commit- the group's initial production, Lady of Cincinnati, appeared in hats hastily out of storage. Altee until Sunday evening.
Mary of Scotland, by Maxwell several productions of the Edge- though there is no hazing or
The new colonel-to-be is a 1948
cliff Players, the most important paddling, Tom Link, the drafter
graduate of St. Joseph Academy,
being Ten Little Indians and of the list of punishments, says,
is five-feet, two-inches tan, and
Ange! Street. ·Recently she has "the board will make it very un(Continued on Page 7)
is employed at the Gruen Wat~h
played leading roles in the Genco.
esian Guild's presentations of
Vagabond King, Briar Rose and
Miss Lang will succeed Joan
You
Can't Take It With You.
Gerke, present honorary colo.nel.
~ The male leads include: Walter

n:rector Casts T:. tle Roles
For Masque Presentation

Goblins., Witches
To Appear At KSM
H alloiveen Dance

Tivo Lectiirers
Added To Faculty
The Rev. Paul L. O'Connor,
S.J., dean of the Evanston College, has announced the addition
of two new teachers to the faculty. They are Mr. Fred L. Ratterman, and Mr. Robert E. Dolle,
lecturers in business law.
Mr. Ratterman, a brother of
George Ratterman, the professional football star, is a graduate
of the Michigan Law School. He
is giving three-day-a-week lectures in partnership.
Mr. Dolle is a graduate of
the Chase School of Law. He
taught agency and partnership
during the summer and is now

teaching contracts.

Ain1s And Purposes
Of Organization
To Be Aired Sat.

I

Marilyn Hilvers
Anderson.
Cast in the leading feminine
roles of Mary of Scotland and
Queen Elizabeth of England are
Marilyn Hilvers and Doris Wolf,
respectively, both of the Evening
College.
Miss Hilvers, a graduate of Our
Lady of Me1·cy high school, appeared in the Drama of the United Nations that was presented in
the Fieldhouse last February. She

Doris Wolf

Whalen, Liberal Arts junior, as
Lord Bothwell, suitor of Mary
of Scotland; Robert MeGraw, Liberal A1·ts senior, in the 1·ole of
(Continued on Pa1e 6)
ts now secretary to Mr. Jimmy

The Kappa Sigma Mu society
of the Evening Divisio.n will celebrate this year with a Masked
Ball at the Fontbonne, 435 E.
Fifth street, on Oct. 30 from 9
p.m. to 1 a.m.
Norbert G. Backhus, past president, is chairman of the ball and
cordially invites all friends of
Xavier to attend. There will be
a variety of entertainment and
the music will be furnished by
a first-class orchestra. Prizes will
be awarded for the best costumed.
Others on the committee are
Misses Mary Kloeker, Rita Niehoff, Frances Berns, and Messrs.
Ralph Gau, Roy Kluener, Al
Hackman and Joseph Westendorf, president of the society.

three states to a regional convention of the National Federation
of Catholic College Students, this
Saturday, in South Hall.
For those who want to know
what this five lettered thing, this
NFCCS, is, this will be the day,
according to Jerry Conrey, pres~
ident of the Cincinnati region.
The entire convention is designed
as 'an orientation program to acquaint students in the region with
the aims and purposes of the
NFCCS, and to explain to them
just how it works with the campus clubs, and how it not only
can, but does benefit each individual student.
The officers and club presidents of Xavier are encouraging
every student to attend and give
himself the benefit of knowing
the importance and mechanisms
of this organization, and of meeting personally students from outof-town campuses who are engrossed in the same types of activities that are here.
The delegation will be composed of students from Ursuline
and Nazareth colleges, Louisville,
Nazareth, Bardstown, Marion, Indianapolis, St. M a r y of the
Springs, Columbus, Notre Dame,
University of Dayton, St. Joseph,
Collegeville, Indiana, Mount St.
(Continued on Page 8)

JCNABegins
Activity, Staff
Appointed
XAVIER U., Cincinnati, (JCNA)
-Reactivation of the Jesuit College Newspaper ,t\ssociation, dormant during World War II, has
been completed with the appointment of a staff to compile and
edit weekly news about Jesuit
colleges in the United States and
abroad.
The association, revived by Mr.
Joseph Link, Jr,, director of the
News, has appointed John Waddell news director of the association and Jerry Halloran business manager.
Although the news gathering
group has not received information from all 27 Jesuit colleges
and universities in this country
and the European colleges, several institutions, including the University of Detroit, Le Moyne college, University of Santa Clara
and Loyola university at Los Angeles, have applied for membership.
The association will airmail
weekly news release of national
importance, conduct a yearly
critical survey of member papers,
and offer cartoon service to members.
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United Nations Week

The G'reat Retreat

LTHOUGH there can be no conclusion in the logical mind
other than that the United Nations has not been too successful, we can take stock momentarily this week, United
Nations Week, to reiterate some of the principles of the UN •\
and to pray fervently for its future success.
.-i
The United Nations has the power to b~ a peace making
organization. Ostensibly, it has that motive. It is not the UN
so much that has forsaken her principles, it is separate nations. How easy it would be if all the nations could be united
nations, being members in fact and not in name. The men
who gathered at San Francisco back in April, 1945, drafted
a charter that commits the United Nations to the maintenance of "international peace and security," to the development of "friendly relations among nations for the principle
of equal rights and self-determination of peoples," and to
the achievement of "international cooperation in solving international problems. "Sovereign equality," they wrote, is
to be the foundation of their association with each other.
Yet those words have become today to mean no more
to the fifty-eight nations than the paper on which they were
written.
,
Nevertheless, we must not lose faith in the United Nations. We, as a collective group of students, can do very little
materially to enhance the success of the UN, but spiritually
we can do considerable. In a most certain way we are obligated to pray for peace. True, the United Nations has not
brought peace, but. they are the only group the world has
today to bring peace.

A

•

···By Gray

The Intercollegiate Debating Topic

C

ATHOLIC debating societies are running up against a
stone wall t4is year and members are at present beating
their respective heads against same. It seems that a very
questionable subject was passed as the forensic th~me for
the forthcoming year. We know nothing of the nature of the
opposition presented when the resolution was introduced for
passage-it must have brought some reaction from Catholic
universities-but we are primarily concerned with its having
been _passed. It reads thus: "Resolved: That educational opportunities should be equalized in tax-supported schools by.
annual grant from the federal government."
·
On the surface of it, the theme appears to be not out of
order with the average topic presented. But analysis shows 'ls Latin Really· Dead?' N. · ¥. Times
that the real idea behind the resolution is the same as that
reflected in the Taft Federal-aid-to-education bill, namely Editorial Shows Misinterpretation
that the government sho'Clld aid only public schools, and nQt
into-another could have been
By Jr?alter Vester
all education, including private· institutions:
Now, not many Americans fully realize that this country In the Oct. 10 edition of the dispensed with. And what's more,
was founded on the principle of private education. We are New York Times there appeared Pacta sunt servanda would have
so often presented with the idea. that the public school is an article which should hold in- caused no knitted brows!
the American system of education that we fail to recall that terest and import for every Xav- The question about Latin's bepublic institutions were not in vogue until after 1850, and are ier student. The topic of the edi- ing a dead language seems to be
thus only half as old as private schools in this country. What torial was the good old 'Latina a good one. The Times gave conare we inferring by these statement~? Precisely this-th(}t Lingua,' which for the past 300 vincing proof to this in the form
private education is as much, if not more, a part of the Amer- years or so has been bound, of a list of some of our everyican heritage as is public education. And the conclusion to gagged, and buried with a large day words and phrases which
be drawn from this fact is that, if the government is to aid label reading "Dead." After men- are not only of Latin flavor but
the schools, it must do so for all of them, not just a part. tion of a unique incident in the are actually L a t i n words. The
Or if it is to give financial help to the students themselves, U.N. General Assembly and a examples were: quota, memorit should likewise supply all school students with such aid. careful analysis of a few of our andum,. agenda, status quo, sine
Another evil inherent in and following from both this common, every-day words and qua non, maximum, minimum,
afore-mentioned resolution and the Taft bill is that the gov- phrases the very provocative and bona fide, strata, onus, bonus.
ernment thereby becomes a dominant force in public school- apparently valid question was Upon examining this list and reing. What has usually happened in the past under such cir- raised, "Is Latin really dead?" alizing that it was drawn from a
cumstances is the terrifying picture of the state controlling The whole thing seems to have much larger one of some 300
education. God knows our system is secular enough now, started when Mr. Vishinksy, in words and phrases it seems eviwithout carrying it to the above extreme. Once public insti- a speech before the Security dent that for a "dead language"
tutions become dependent upon the government financially, Council a few weeks ago, startled Latin is surely an active linguisit logically follows that they will likewise become dependent a number of "somnolent readers" tic corpse!
'
upon the state in regard to what they teach. Their secularism by quoting, "Pacta su.nt servan- In a university such as Xavier
is rampant enough today-let's keep the present lesser-of- da." The Times stated that unless where the classical and humantwo-evils.
there were some who had read istic p h a s es of education are

deeply into _£ommentaries on inThey say it takes over three thousand bolts and nuts to hold an ternational law there was little
automobile together but only one nut to scatter it all over the or no comprehension of that
country.
phrase but that, in all probability,

Dull people are usually the ones with too much polish.

Who D'ya Like?

News Poll Of Campus To Mirror
.Xavier Choice For President
--------------------------s~udent

OES Xavier University's
body concur with the
D
nation in its choice of the candidate to become President of the United States in January? That question will be

answered Oct. 28 when the News publishes the results of the
presidential poll it will conduct on campus this week.
The list of candidates has been narrowed to the representatives of the four leading parties-Democrat Truman,
Republican Dewey, Progressive Wallace and Dixiecrat Thurmond. Students will be asked to designate their preference
for that candidate for whom they will, or would, vote on
Nov. 2. Also to be included in the poll is a list of four national political issues on which every Xavier man should
have formed a thoughtful opinion.
To keep the poll interesting and inclusive of the entire
campus opinion, some cooperation will be required of each
student. The News requests that each student take a ballot,
mark it, and deposit it in one of the ballot boxes to be placed
around the campus. All ballots must be submitted before 12
noon on Monday, Oct. 25.
•

stressed, the students have a
splendid opportunity for absorbing a substantial bit of the Latinisms which are distributed in
generous portions in many of the
classes. So hark, you men of
Xavier, and if someday you are
told that pacta sunt servanda or
that something delenda-est you'll
kno\\'. what to do about it!

Local NFCCS
Plans Big
Day Saturday
"YOU are a member of the
NFCCS, whether you know it or
not!" These are the words JerryConrey, Regional President of
the NFCCS, uttered when he told
the News of the regional orientation convention to be held on
the Xavier campus this Saturda1;
Oct. 23. "First of alJ, I want to
extend a personal invitation to
each and every Xavier man to
attend the convention.
"We will be host this Saturday
to nearly 200 girls and 250 fellows from 11 different colleges
in the Cincinnati region. They
will be here to meet YOU, and
will be here to work 'Vith YOU."
Following the business session
there will be a dance in South
Hall from 8: 30 p.m. to 12; The
Social Committee headed by Jack
O'Leary and Bob Koehl, reports
that South Hall will be decorated
and prepared for a "stupendous"
dance and evening of entertainment.
The program of activities is as
follows:
9 a.m.-Mass of the Holy Ghost
celebrated by the Very Rev.
Celestin J. Steiner, president
of Xavier.
10 a.m.-Breakfast.
11 a.m.-Opening address by Very
Rev. Celestin J. Steiner.
11: 15 a.m.-The purpose of the
meeting explained by Rev. Alfred G. Stritch regional moderator. '
11:30 a.m.-"The National Organization,'' explained by Charles
D. Hogan, national president.
12: 00-Lunch.
1: 00 p.m.-"The Regional Organization," explained by Jerome
P. Conrey, regional president.
1: 30 p.m.-"The Commission Systems of the Re g i o n and the
Individual Campus," explained
by Mary Beth Ritter, Our Lady
of Cincinnati, .. regional vicepresident.
2: 00 p.m.-"Local Units and tl).e
Individual Student/' by the
Rev. A. G. Stritch.
2: 30 p.m.-"Regional.May Day to
Mary Activities," by She i I a
Plunkett,· Villa Madonna college, director.
3: 00 p.m.-"National Student Relief," by Joseph Connerty, Notre Dame, national director of
publicity, and Gus Oder, regional director.
3: 30 p.m.-"Publicity and Publications," by Dick Hartigan,
Xavier publicity director.
4: 00 p.m.-"R ad i o Acceptance
Poll," by M i 1 t Partridge, regional director of RAP.
4: 30 p.m.-Adjournment for din. ner.
7: 00 p.m.-Panel discussions begin and continue until 8: 30 p.m.

the words set many minds ringing with such ageless maxims as
"De gustibus non est dispv.tum,"
"Delenda est Carthago" and so
on-ab infinitum.
It was also suggested that Mr.
Vishinksy's use of the L at i ~
phrase probably brought to these
m i n d s h a z y recollections of
snatches from the Latin grammar
Xavier University, October 21, 1948, weekly except during vacation period Vol.
such as the gerundive's being used XXXIJI, No. 6, Xavier University, Hamilton County, Cincinnati, Ohio, Evanston,
1.50 per year. Entered as second class matter October 4, 1946 at the Poat
to denote "obligation, necessity, or
Of!lce at Cincinnati, Ohio, under the Act of March 3, 1879. .
propriety." But beyond this it is
lub1erlptloa •1.ao per 7-.
safe to assume that nothing stirred for we look on Latin as dead
Member
and with that it was dismissed.
Aosoela~ C0Ue1lale ...... ·
The ignominy of this ·dismissal
was well brought out in the editorial when reference was made
to the confusion of tongues which
reigns at the UN Assembly. It
Ohio College Newspaper Asa'n.
was conjectured that had this
~.!~:~i~~c~:irt.;~· ........................................................................a1c11ard E. Rea11e1, '''
assembly been held three cen- RualneH
1'1amaser ............................................................................. Louie Bunnlns, '60
turies ago when transactions of A••oelate Editor. .....................................................................................,e••T Halloran
........................................ c. Churlea I.ans, '!ID, John Waddell, •fe.
business and law were carried Sport• Editor
E\·enlns Collec8...j.\'dii"'""""····· .. •·•···•••···••·•• .. •• .........................................o101eph HeJ'er, olr.
out and recorded in the Latin Alumnl n 11111ne88 Man:~e ........................................................................ Marll7n Bllver•
Eclltorlal Atl\'lau: .................................................................John D • .Jeffre, '15
tongue the batteries of translat- Faculty
Faculty Director
........................................ Bev, Victor "· 8teehaehulte, 8 •.J•
........................................ -.:······· ................... Prof. Jo1epb Llnls, .J•., '31
ors which must be employed for
\'lewa and opinion• a1 exprened b7 varlou• fecatve wrlten, ealDJDnl•t•
these sessions, and the endless (Thd
an suemt wrlter1 do not -••rll:r exprec11 the offlelal o lnlona of the
rendering out-of-one-language- :a!v!~;.!';!v:,",j~tf.e ~~"'J:!i!~::::) Matt11ra of otflelal naturl appearlq I•

Xauttr · 1ttttutrstty Ntms

!!i'
T:=.::. :~::-.:. . II .
.
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GAY HALLOWEEN DANCE PROMISED BY COMMITTEE
Goblin Day Frolickers Told To Raid Oltl Clothes Pile;
Charlie Lohmueller Band Tools In Fieldhouse Oct. 29

Debaters Take Student Co11ncil Discloses
'Positive' View Official Fro.sh Candidates
011 Year's Topic Explains Procedure
Building will probably
"The Xavier Philopedian Society has been- given an ideal
opportunity to put real Catholic
Action into practice," says Mr.
Victor Dial, moderator.
The reason for the debating
society being placed in such noteworthy positio·n lies in the very
controversial title of this year's
inter-collegiate debate top i c,
"Should the Federal Government
Adopt a P o 1 i c y of Equalizing
Educational Opportunities in Tax
Supported Schools by Annual
Grants?"
·

Is Restrictive Topic
Members of the Halloween Dance committee, shown above,. · The term "Tax Supported,"
are left to right, seated: Gene Koesters, John Costello, Bob Mc- Mr. Dial said, pertains only to
Graw, George Deldesheimer, Paul Scherer. Standing: Al Bischoff public schools and particularly
excludes the Catholic school sysand Jerry Halloran.
tem. It means that the Catholic
Complete with pumpkins, corn shirts. The price of admission parent would be required to corrstalks, favors, and Charlie Lo~ has been set at $. 75 per person.
tribute even more support to the
.!3ob McGraw, chairman of the public schools, schools to which
mueller's smooth orchestra the
S o c i a 1 Committee, commented
. Memorial Fieldhouse, Frid a y, ihat if last Friday's reception of they could not in conscience send
Oct. 29, will see the largest of the Lohmueller's orchestra is any their children.
"It is very possible that Xavier
annual Halloween dances to date, test, everyone should have a very might draw the 'positive' side of
the Social Committee has prom- enjoyable time.
this debate topic in one of its
ised. _
The officers of this affair are: scheduled tilts with some nonThe attire for the dance, spon- Tom Heffernan, chairman; Bill Catholic college. If this occurred,
sored jointly by the Social and Costello, vice chairman; Gene then the Catholic Xavier team
C a m p u s Committees, will be Koesters, publicity; Tom Held, would be required to defend pubstrictly informal-the committees tickets; and Paul Scherer, dec- licly this issue that only would
recommend blue jeans and plaid orating.
help to promote the pagan philosophies taught in public schools
today," continues Mr. Dial.
On The Niglii-Day School Beat

Gallivantin' With Gerke.
The mad whirl of dances-football games, parties, goes on and
on, and golly, isn't it fun?? Both the Evanston and Downtown campuses outdid themselves last week and the result is shown by the
drooping eyes and draggin' feet seen in the halls.
That peppy First Year Club, headed by Zetta Gausling got together for a real, old fashioned good time Wednesday night. Making
most of the noise and having a grand time doing it were Jeanne
Baue1", Joanne Brown, Susan Fisher, Jane Suer, Pat Wiefering and
Mary Peaker, Larry Barker and Gerry Meyer, (Gerry, in a butter
yellow suit, looked mighty lovely.)
Congratulations to the Stuaent Council and a bouquet to Art
Ney, Gene Driscoll, and Tom Link who were responsible for the
Pep Rally and informal Dance before the Miami Game Friday Night.
It was swell. Seen giving the band a hard time were Jim Leeds,
Felix Sandman, Joe Meyer, Bob McGraw, Charlie Hogan, Jack
Glaser. Sweet, petite, Sally Williams of the Mount looking mighty
charming in her new "baby cut". Gene Driscoll and-who else but
Pat? Ever see a nicer couple? Max Lammers in from Ohio State
where he is currently studying Engineering. She's engaged, she's
lovely, she's-Ruth Karsch, and the lucky man is Larry Lammers.
Also in the engaged catagory are Lou Rolfes and Gert.
The Pershing Rifles Tea, Sunday afternoon at South Hall, was
the scene of the election of the Honorary Cadet Colonel-Miss Betty
Lane, and a mighty sharp Colonel she'll make. CONGRATULATIONS
BETTY! The Corp couldn't have chosen a nicer one. I'm sure your
reigning y~ar will prove to be wonderful.
Catastrophe struck when Gene
Friedman stepped behind Jack wards. The resulting blank looked
Torbeck's exhaust pipe and Jack like this, so help me. LLIB
decided to step on the gas. Gene's HTIMS.
Where there is LIFE there's
grease splattered army pinks
looked as though they had weath- -Russ Clements AND "Cosmo".
ered the Iwo Jima campaign. You Cosmo is Russ's 1936 Town and
. could cut them off at_Jhe knees, Country Sedan. She is Russ's
Gene ... and I'd lend you some pride and joy and has been forold leg make up! Or better still, mally christened lately. Cosmowe could paint them a delicate politan, Nicholas, U r b an, Jr.
(Which, as you ·have probably
shade of pink.
guessed,
accounts for the "town
The Booster's Initiation was
held Sunday afternoon and every- and country".
one had a hilarious time _but the
poor victims. (It was the lisual Rosary Recitations
variety. Blind folded pledges
feeding one another cream puffs, Increased In Cliapel
raw eggs,. etc.) Lovely!
Xavier students begari gatherBest one of the week was told ing in Bellarminc Chapel every
by Z et ta Gausllnr, energetic hour on the half hour from 9:30
president of the up and coming to 4:30 last Monday to recite the
First Year Club. Seems she asked Rosary. This devotion is part of
one of the frosh to sign a mem- the world-wide crusade to Our
bership blank. "Write your first Lady of Fatima, asking her to
name last and your last name bring peace to the world by confirst. "HUH"? "Oh, you know, verting Russia. This devotion is
said Zetta, "Your first name last being backed by Rev. Francis T.
and your last name first". Back- Dietz, S.J., student counsellor.

,

For Marking Ballots

The following men and no
othe1·s, are offically nominated
for freshman class officers, Mel
Hess 1 er, chairman of Student
Council's frosh election, announced Monday: Jack Stechschulte,
John Cade, Al Waddell, Jim
Drennan, Herman Ruethe1·, Al
Reid, Tom Tully, Jim Lauschke,
Jim Bulger, Walter Cassidy, Jim
Copeland and Tom Way.
As the News goes to press, no
ballots have been counted; the
results of the voting now going
on in the lobby of the Library

NEW PLEDGES Family Life Clrib
MEET TAVERN; Plans Year's Work
GRID GAME ON? The Family Relations Club of

Eight new pledges recommended by the English Department
will assemble for the second time
at the forthcoming undergraduate
meeting of the Mermaid Tavern,
next Monday evening at eight
o'clock in South Hall.
Those student pledges who will
be called upon for the next meeting are Herman Zimmerman, Al
Moser, Paul Bleume, and F1·ed
Newbill, sophomores; Leo Breslin, junior; and Robert M. Conrad, senior.
Tom Hanna, Tavern Host, and
present members will discuss the
annual Tavern-XU News footProtest Not Formal
The debaters are making no ball debacle which is scheduled
type of formal protest of the topic. to be run off in November.
They will, however, probably
notify any non-Catho\ic school Mig~ation
that intends to schedule Xavier
in a debate on this topic that
they will accept only on the condition that Xavier be given the
negative (the Catholic) side of
A chartered train to carry an
anticipated 300 fans to the Xathe topic.
Should. Xavier face some Cath- vier-John Carroll football game
olic college on this topic, then in Cleveland on Nov. 13 is being
the club would take any side planned by the special Athletic
since it would be mutually under- Board committee recently apstood that the program would be pointed to arrange a Xavier Mimerely for the sake of a good gration Day.
debate.
The details thus far, from Gene
Dean Paul L. O'Connor, S.J., Driscoll, committee chairman, are
has informed the News that he as follows:
has no objection to this public
A round-trip ticket from the
protest of the club. They will be Cincinnati Union Terminal to
permitted to follow whatever Shaw Stadium in Cleveland will
course they desire in the matter. cost only $9.30. If less than 300
but more than 25 persons sign for
the trip, tickets will be $12.92 per
round trip-still a reduction from
the regular fare of $15.50. The
New York Central train's schedule has the migrators scheduled
to -1eave Cincinnati at 12:30 p.m.
Tony Cappa's musical capers Saturday, Nov. 13, and arrive at
will crown Nov. 6 dance festivi- 6 p.m. Following the contest the
ties for Evening College students ti·ain will leave Cleveland at 11 :50
and their friends at the Hotel p.m. the same evening and arrive
Gibson big semi-formal dance of in Cincinnati at 6:50 a.m. Sunday.
the year sponsored by the Booster
Driscoll's committee has emClub. Tickets at $3.00 a couple phasized that it must know the
are available at the Evening Col- number of fans who wish to make
lege· office.
the trip so that plans may be
According to all reports, a "no made accordingly. Reservations
corsage" ruling put in effect by will be taken on Monday, Oct. 25,
C a r 1 G r o m e, dance chairman, from 9:30 to 3:30 in the South
comes as welcome news to the Hall lobby. Alumni, Dad's Club
majority of students who plan to and Musketeers Club members
attend the affair. Table reserva- will also be expected to particitions for the dance may be made pate in the Migration Day.
at Xavier Evening College, or
through Booster Club officers.
Milford Retreats Start
Anticipating a capacity crowd
The first in a series of five
at this first fall semi-formal backed by Xavier Evening College, weekend retreats being held at
Carl Grome encourages. all stu- the Milford Retreat House opens
dents to make the Saturday night this week with all reservations
dance a success by being a part filled. This is true of three of
of the crowd, in order to make the remaining retreats, leaving
the possibility of an annual fall the weekend of Nov. 26-29 open
semi-formal a reality, as well as for reservations with only nine
to have a fun-packed Nov. 6 eve- students needed to complete the
quota.
ning.

Day
Plans Are Begun
For JC Grid Tilt

Boosten To Dance
To Cappa Music
At Formal Nov. 6

be announced Monday.
For those who have not yet
cast their vote, M e l Hessler
wishes these points made clear in
order to speed up the voting:
The ballot is to be marked· with
from one to four x's, not with
numbers indicating the order of
choice. It is up to the individual'
voter to decide whether he will
vote for one or for four candidates. The four candidates receiving the largest number of x's
will be elected to the offices of
president, vice-president, treasurer and secretary, in that order.

the Catholic Colleges of Greater
Cincinnati held its initial meeting of the 1948-49 scholastic year
on Wednesday evening, October
13, in the office of the Rev. Celestin J. Steiner, S.J., moderator.
In a reorganizational movement, Miss Peggy Bartlett of Our
Lady of Cincinnati was appointed
temporary president and Vincent
Dougherty of Xavier, secretary.
Acting vice presidents representing the four Catholic colleges
in the Greater Cincinnati area
are to be Paul Bluemle, Xavier;
Tesse Reuchmann, Villa Madonna;
and Betty Von Der Brink, Mt.
St. Joseph. Miss Bartlett will represent Our Lady of Cincinnati.
The F. R. C. plans to present a
trial panel Saturday evening before the NFCCS gathering in
South Hall, concerning itself with
the subject: "Don't Be a D. P. in
Marriage." In the near future
similar panel groups from the
F. R. C. will speak before civic
groups and high schools in and
near Cincinnati, taking to them
the Catholic student's attitude
toward important family life issues of the day. One of the projects proposed for the coming
year will be the collection of objectional news stories and pictures f r o m local newspapers
which will be compared to similar collections of articles and
pictures which give family life
its true worth. This will be presented to the editors of the local
press for action. The aim of this
project is the glamourizing of
family life in the American press.
The F. R. C. has a dual purpose: (1) to develop and strengthen in the members the right and
wholesome attitude toward Christian marriage and family life, and
further a true appreciation of the
dignity and beauty of the Christian home, as well as the privilege of duties and obligations
involved; (2) to offer to the community a clear interpretation of
the Catholic position on marriage
and the family, and an authoritative refutation of erroneous
views thereon.

English Woods MiBlion
To Pro/it By OLC Dance
Xavier men may combine a
good time and aid a deserving
cause by attending the dance on
Friday, Oct. 22, in the Emery Ballroom on the OLC campus. Festivities, which include a marshmallow roast, will begin at 8: 30.
The price of admission will be
$1.50 per couple and 75 cents
stag, which will go to the new
English Woods Mission. All Xavier students are cordially invited.

./
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JR. EDITIONS OF X-UC
ELEVENS MEET FRIDAY

XAVIER. SET
-TOREBRAND
WM BRONCOS

INITIAL ENCOUNTER FOR MUSKEETERS;
BEARKITTENS LOST OPENER TO DAYTON

INVADE KALAMAZOO
CORRAL SATURDAY

'

By ]utle Bila

Top grid attraction of the Queen City this weekend is
the University of Cincinnati-Xavier freshmen encounter,
which is to be played under the lights at the Musketeer stadium. Gametime is 8:15.
The Bearkittens bQast a good backfield, le<! by Roger
Bacon's Walt Sweeney, while the
Muskeeters specialize in linemen,
among whom are listed Jack
Hoffman, Jim Ausdenmore and
Ken Robinson, all local products.
This game, which is for the
mythical city championship, junior grade, will be the first of the
season for the Blue frosh and the
second for the sons of old McMicken, who lost their first contest to the Fledgling Flyers of
Dayton university by a 14-6 margin.'
Good Backs, No Line
Jake Sweeney, coach of the
Bearkittens and older brother of
fullback Walt, was a tackle in
his playing days at UC. His assistant, Johnny Hogan, is a quarterback on the varsity team when
able to play. Neither of' these
gentlemen is enthusiastic over the
play of their squad, but do claim
that they have a number of backs
that the varsity could use now.
In regards to the line situation
both think that it could be better.
Xavier's frosh coach, Ned Wulk,
who, until recently, had a two
man staff consisting of local high
school coach Joe Cruse and the
injured Zeke Wilson, has taken
down the traditional crying towel to bemoan the lack of everything needed by the Muskeeters.
UC has two more games after
the Xavier fray on •their frosh
schedule, while the Little Blue
has one more scheduled contest
and two other tentative games.
All Girl Band
The Xavier 'varsity' band wi~l
not be present but this ·does not
mean that halftime will be silent.
Arrangements have been made
for Our Lady of Angels high
school band to play at the game.
No seats are reserved and student
pass books will be honored at
all gates. All other entrance fees
will be one dollar.
Probable Lineup
UC

Teasdale (200)
Sheets (210)
Stobb (190)
McDonald (175)
Stewart (175)
Shundich (185)
Rethman (180)
Gibson (170)
Stratton (170)
Benzinger (180)
Sweeney (190)

XU

L.E.
(180) Mllostan
L.T.
(199) Bacci
L.G. (185) Ausdenmore
C.
(185) Robinson
R.G. (205) Zimmerman
R.T.
(217) Baele
R.E.
(210) Hoffman
Q.B.
(162) Gilmartin
L.H.
(160) Swint
R.H.
(190) Finnell
F.B.
(208) Hornback

Basketballers
Drilling Daily
Most people around the campus
are worrying about the outcome
of the next football game, but
there are some fellows who are
a 1 r e a d y concentrating on the
main winter sport, basketball.
This is evident if you are in the
vicinity of the gym any afternoon where" Coach Lew Hirt is
putting the boys through rigorous practice sessions each afternoon. The drills consist of jumping rope, running and ball handling.
Although eight returning lettermen and the members of the
sensational freshman team should
form the base of the Musketeer
cage squad, several newcomers
are fighting for starting berths.
The new cagers include B a 1e s,
Pickett, O'Neil, Wilkie and Rickert. Also returning after a. year's
absence is Bill Steenken, who
played for Xavier in the '46-'47
season before being injured.

WM, Ky. Lose;
Carroll Tied;
Qua11tico Wins
Western Michigan was dropped
from the ranks of the undefeated
by a strong Iowa Teachers eleven
by a score of 13-6. Surprise of
the week. was John Carroll. The
Blue Streaks were battled to a
19 all deadlock by Baldwin-Wal- ·
lace. The Flyers from D a y t o n
rolled over Toledo 20-0. Eastern
Kentucky won their fourst consecutive g a m e by trouncing
Emory -and Henry 35-6. Louisville took the Akron Zippers 13-0.
Louisville has suffered two defeats while Eastern's only loss
was at the hands of the Musketeers.
Kentucky was on the short end
of a 26-7 count as a strong Vandebilt team shoved the Wildcats
into the conference cellar. Meantime the Bearcats of Cincinnati
traveled to Mississippi S t a t e
where they were humbled 27-0.
The Quantico Marines continued their unbeaten streak by
scuttling Bolling Field 33-0.

BENIDICTS BEAT
CELIBATES·- IN
PROF. LEAGUE

Miami Outlasts Musketeers.
To. Preserve Winning Streak
Olix Leads Redskins
To BrJJising 9-0 Win

Behind the good right arm of
Mel Olix and a two team system
that slowly wore its opponent
The faculty bowling league, weary, Miami university's Redunder the direction of Mr. Will- skins defeated the Musketeers,
iam Sauter, instructor in philos- 9-0, last Saturday afternnoon.
ophy, met for their first session Over 13,000 persons jammed Milast Thursday night at the Union ami field to see the superb conHouse lanes. The "married ·men" test.
rolled the "singleinen," with the
Once again, it was Xavier's lack
married profs sweeping the two of seasoned reserves that led to
game series, the first by 150 pins. Miami's touchdown drive in the
The league is not formed for third quarter, the only tally of
scoring comparison, but purely the game. The Redskins added a
for recreational and entertain- field goal in the fourth quarter
ment purposes. Last week's turn- for i n s u r a n c e, but it was not
out was good, with more of the necessary.
faculty expected now that things
Third Stanza Disaster
are "rolling."
Midway in ·the third stanza,
Xavier'if mental lapses and Miami's fine quarterback Olix began
to move the ball from the Redskin 16, where the most serious
In compiling a record of three Musketeer scoring threat had
victories and two defeats thus fizzled. Olix threw a 24 yard pass
far this season, the Musketeers that was ruled complete on inhave outscored their opponents terference on Miami's 40. A 15
by only eight points. The totals y a rd penalty for unnecessary
are Xavier 98, opponents 90.
roughness, an eight yard-gain by
For the Big Blue, 11 men have ·Capt. Paul Shoults of the Redfigured in the scoring, while two skins, and a penalty against Xavhave thrown passes for TD's. Bob ier for too many men on the field
McQuade has passed for four,.. brought the ball to Xavier's 32
six-pointers and one extra point. 'yard line where Olix passed to
Alternate quarterback Tom Bo- end Hal Paul for the touchdown.
hannon has accounted for one Paul thrilled t~e overflow crowd
marker.
by juggling the catch on the 15
The total individual record:
yard line and then shaking off
TD PAT Total
three would-be Musketeer tack~f~~a~... .'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.' : ~ ~=
lers to cross the goal. Wid MilDeFranco .......................... z
o 12
ler's attempted point after touch1
~~~~ad'~".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. ~ ~
~
down .went wide. The Miami
Keefe .................................. o
6
6
kicking specialist redeemed himSqueri, O'Brien, Crowe, Hirth and Hardy
•
•
have one touchdown each.
self in the last quarter by booting
the 17 yard field goal.
X Subdued
TWO·ALL-CITY BACKS
Charles Squeri was noted as
The .use of an offensive team
the best prep school back in Cin- and a defensive unit, similar to
cinnati in 1947. He won AU-City th~ system employed by Michihonors easily that year.
gan and Army, enabled Miami
Jim Daley played for three to slowly grind the Musketeers
years under Coach Kluska at into submission. Although the
Purcell and ·made All-City in score was comparatively close,
1946.
the statistics were miles apart

CONWAY, IJBER
LEAD X SCORING

with Miami gaining 394 yards by
rushing and passing to only 102
for Xavier. Redskin ace 01 ix
completed nine out of 18 passes
while Bob McQuade could connect for only four of 11 attempts.
Although going down to their
second defeat in five games, the
Musketeers had no reason to be
ashamed· of themselves. In holding offensive-minded M i a m i,
placed higher than Wisconsin,
Kentucky, or Alabama in national ratings, . scoreless at the
half and to only nine points for
the entire game, the M us k i e s
gained even more respect from
Ohio football enthusiasts.
Xavier's first string forward
wall again played the iron man
role, playing the great majority
of the game with their usual
,..dogged tenacity. Tom Duff, Tom
Ballaban,' Bob B u r e s c h, ·Ray
Stackhouse, Jim Marek, Jim DeFranco, John. Martinkovic, and
especially Joe Zuzga, come into
line for praise on a job well-done.
In the backfield, Jim Liber, both
offensively and defensively, again
was the unsung hero.
Miami Great
As for Miami, only the best can
be said for Coach Blackburn's
charges. In holding a Kluskacoached team scoreless for the
first time in five ye~rs, the Redskins clearly showed why they
are rated so highly among the
nation's grid powerhouses. Their
crisp blocking on passes was outstanding and offered an explanation of why Olix is one of America's top passers.

NA.VY SWAMPED

x

Believe it or not, but Xavier
played the U. S. Naval Acad~
emy in 1922 and in 1923, The
scores: Well, if you must know
·:- in 1922, Xavier O, Navy 52;
in 1923, Xavier 0, Navy 61. We
might say the Muskies were at
least consistent against their
big-time foe.
'

It's journeying time for the
Musketeers again this week as
they make the long trek to Kalamazoo, Mich. to do battle with
the once-beaten Broncos of Western Michigan college Saturday
afternoon at Waldo stadium.
The Western Michiganeers are
enjoying one of their best seasons, having swept past their
first t h r e e opponents in easy
fashion but stumbling over the
Iowa Teachers eleven 13-7 in an
upset last week.
Last year with Bob McQuade
in the starring role the Musketeers romped in 19-0 in a night
game here and that old cry of
revenge is being muttered on the
Kalamazoo campus as they prepare for one of their most feared
invasions.
Optomistic Coach
The Broncos are members of
the Mid - American Conference
and their coach, John Gill, a
former · Western Michigan? star
himself, thinks they may pull
some surprises in the league that
includes Miami and U.C.
The reasons for his optimism
are a burly line of seasoned veterans and ·an average sized backfield that is headed by quarterback Hilton Foster who has been '
directing Western's offense for
three seasons.
The bulwark · of the oversize
line is Ch a i· lie Schoolmaster,
whose 6'4" and 240 pound frame
makes him look like a schoolhouse when he directs defensive
manipulations from his line'backer's slot.
Flanking the huge Schoolmaster at guards are Co-Captain
E m e r s o n Grossman and Tom
Contes. Grossman is a 185 pound
26-year-old ·senior whose peppery
work up front in opening holes
has been instrumental in the
Broncos early season victories.
Ovel'$ize Ends
Starting tackles are Al Micatrotto and Mal Pearson and lioth
draw raves as having good size
and much savvy.
George Mesko at 6'4" and 205
and Swift Noble at 6'5" and 215
give the host squad two rangy
wingmen whose pass catching
.wizardry may play hard on what
has been X's worst defect, lack
of aerial protection.
The Western Michigan line will
be one of the few front walls
that outweighs Bill Feldhaus'
forwards as they record a 210
average from end to end to the
Blue's 200.
Chief ground ·gainers for the
Broncs are fullback and co-Captain, A r t Gillespie, and'· Ted
Bauer, a"tricky left half. Top passer for the Maroon and Gold crew
is Norm Harris, a signal caller
who, despite this singular ability,
has yet to dislodge the all-around
Foste.r from the starting role.
Fourth man in the backfield
quartet is Richard Stull, a 165
pound sophomore with breakaway
speed.
·
O'Brien Baek
Answereing the opening whistle
for Coach Kluska will be much
the same lineup that drew the
call against Miami. Hugh O'Brien
will return this week to team
with Jim DeFranco at the flanks.
Ray Stackhouse and Jim Marek
go at tackles and Tom Duff and
Tom Ballaban will start at guards.
The outstanding line b a ck e r,
(Continued on Pa1e I)
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THIS' 'n'
...

A' WEIGHT BRIGHT. SPOT
THATIN
MUSKETEERS'
FORWARD
WALL
BIG FOUR MEMBERS
.

~•,..•~•'°"•lllllil'.'lll~~~.,...._.,_.~¥11'.,..~~"~'~"-.,."~'~'~"'~'~~-..,'-'~'"'~~ll"l'~"°~"°~"°~'"'"~"'~"""'~"~'~"°""""'"~"'-411'.-~~"'4 OF X's BEEFTRUST
Although the loss to Miami was disheartening, great things are
By Jim Ralf/eld
still expected of this edition of the Musketeers. To lose to the best
team in Ohio .is no great dishonor. The game, from an objective
The oldest and biggest memviewpoint, was.merely a case of too many football players attending ber of X's beef trust is Ray Stackthe Oxford institution. Add what we said about state-supported col- house, a 22-year-old, 6 foot 2 inch
leges in a previous ·column and you have the answer to Xavier's
defeat.

• • • • •

The Big Blue went into the game at a physical disadvantage.
Although those disadvantages were not published, and we are not
making excuses, we believe it time to mention them. Jim Murphy,
the big reason for Stackhouse's improved play, broke his ankle in
the Louillville fray. Hugh O'Brien came up with a bum knee and
the team physician advised Ed Kluska against playing him this
week. Frank Domanico, a guard, has left the squad:

• • • • •

Last year Xavier was the only team to keep Miami out of the
double digit column. This season the Redskins have the honor, if
it may be called that, of being the first team in two years to hold
the Musketeers scoreless.

• • • • •

In the history of the modern era of football, Xavier has played
~Hami six times, never won, never scored more than one touchdown,
and has been outscored by the shocking total of 186 to 25.

• • • • •

Our predictions for the week: Xavier to take Western 28-6,
· UC to roll over Butler 48-0, and the Muskeeters to ease by the
Bearkittens 20-18.

• • •

..
\

The Xavier University Band, not in evidence at Oxford, has,
through its director Gilbert Maringer, notified the athletic department that the group will not be in evidence for the freshman game
against UC Friday. Instead, Mr. Maringer has graciously arranged
for an all girl high school band. The freshmen are glad to know
that Xavier has a varsity band, but are wondering if there is a fledgling unit for their entertainment.

• • • • •

Nexf week's foe, Western Michigan, is, like Louisville, not to
be considered beneath Xavier's class. The WMC crew is primed for
the Blue IJattalion, not only because of their defeat last season, but
also because X beat UC, one of the two top teams in the MidAmerica Conference, of which Western is a member.

• • • • •

The outstanding player on the Westem team is a 25 year old
former Naval flight officer named George Mesko, alias the "Golden
Giant". Described as 'gargantuan' by ·the Western. Herald, WMC
newspaper, Mesko is tabbed for All-Mid America end. It is said that
defensively Gargantua makes a habit of causing the opposition to
. lose yards.

• • • • •

Coach John Gill of Western is in his twentieth year on the
athletic faculty of that college. Gill has headed the football destinies
of the school for the last seven years and the baseball activities for
the full score. He was a star at Western in the early 20's and was
the only Brown and Gold athlete to win 13 varsity monograms.

• • • • •

There are those who think the basketball intermissions will
be greatly blessed by the pumping feet and gently pressing fingers
of Joe Link, Jr. on the organ. "0 Promise Me" that Joe's pipes blow
loud, long and clear.

• • • • •

Dayton has come up with an Hawaii-bred halfback to supplement the driving power of Art Bok and company. The boy from
the islands discovered by 1'ord Sandwich, Ka-ne by name, has a
nine yards per try average to date.

• • • • •

It grieves us to report that one game on the Musketeer schedule
might be a setup. Marshall College of Huntington, loser in the Cigar
Bowl last season, has been unable to vindicate pre-season press
notices.

• • • • •

Marshall is the attraction for Homecoming, Nov. 20. If the
Thundering Herd; which has failed to thunder, comes to. the Queen
City with as poor a record as they have thus far attained, the
Homecoming will be as much a flop as last ye?r.

• • • • •

We received this communication Oct. H.
. From. the University of Cincinnati News Record the following
paragraph was marked off in an "Open Letter to Joe Aston":
"And, Joe, Old Buddy, you have been right all along in keeping
the amount of publicity equal between Xavier and Cincinnati. What
if there are probably more people interested in UC than Xavier,
Miami, and Ohio State combined. Right or wrong, equality."
This brilliant literary endeavor was signed Philip Forsyth, which
appelation sounds .most fictitious to us.
Connected to the above by means of a paper clip was this note:
"Dear Joe:
.
Take care of this fellow for me, will you, please?
Regards,
Joe Aston"
'lbe first letter shows the mentality of a seven year old child
· and this sports editor does not usually deign to answer such· prattle.
In this case we have another question: "Whoinell Is champion of
this town, erghead?"
This Isn't really olir battle, so· we'll get out of It now. No sense
In allowlnr an otherwise beautiful relation to be harmed by one
opinion.
·

here at school.
Newcomer to the varsity beef
trust is big Jim Mmiphy from
Price Hill. He attended St. Lawrence grade school; from there he
played end under Babe Bartlett

trust, being 19 years old, a little
over the six foot mark, and weighing 225 pounds. He is Stack's understudy and does a good job of
it.
Jim hopes to major in economics with a minor in physical ed
and may coach high school teams
around Cincinnati after his graduation.
Spike
Carol (Spike) Helmers, another Price Hill product of Elder
under Babe Bartlett, has the seniority to the tackle slot over the
other three members of the combine.
At St. William's grade school
Spike was too heavy for the 120pound league, but. played tackle
at Elder during '43 and '44. After
a year at Notre Dame as a member of the B squad he entered
X
in the fall of '46 and played
Murphy
Stackhouse
Helmers
Marek
under
Phil Bucklew that year.
6-2, 240
6-1, 225
6-1, 200
6-3, 225
Spike is 20 years old, 6 foot-1
240 .pounder from Dayton, Ohio. at Elder IDgh during '45 and '46. inch tall and weighs an even 200
Stack played end and tackle at Last year Jim was on the fresh- pounds. He is working toward a
Dayton Roosevelt high school in man team and was converted to major in Economics and a minor
'42 and '43, winning All-City hon- tackle by Coach Lavelle.
in English in preparation to gradors both years. After a short stay
Murph is the youngster. of the uating next June.
at Ohio State, he joined t h e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Marine Corps in December, 1943.
All-American Candidate
Ray came to X in the summer
of '47 and played varsity first
string all last year. In his time
at X he has been the biggest asset to the strong line that X has
Shop from 10 o'~lock to 5:30 P. M.
on the field. With a never quitting aggressive determination that
is inspirational, he is X's leading
candidate for All-American.
Stack is well remembered for
his duties as baseball student
manager last year and should
make a splendid· coach after receiving his Physical Education
degree. Stack says that he may
play a little pro football before
assuming any coaching duties.
The big tackle has been happily
married since last December and
resides near the Campus.
Ed's Boy Jim
Jim Marek, a local product
of head coach Ed Kluska's high
school regime, is another stalwart
member of Xavier's front wall.
He played CYO football while in
grade school and continued on
through Purcell as a guard in '43
and '44, switching over to tackle
in his senior year, 1945. After a
year at Indiana, Jim came to X
in the spring of '47 to play under
his former high school mentor.
Jim is 20 years old, carrying
220 pounds on his 6 foot 3 inch
frame. He is aiming for a degree
tlerk tltem oa, tltefl aiau putl
in economics and intends to enter the business field after gradMe•'• dlamoad patter• eoitoa
uation.
Campus Character

Mahley & Care_w

Marek enjoys teliing the latest
witty stories around the campus
and can often be heard speaking
of th~ goodipoints of the ROTC
-------------

Huge WMC Squad
Face Saban, O'Dea,
'Beef Trust' Of Blue

(Continued from Page 4)
Steve O'Dea, gets the pivot nod.
Bob McQuade will call signals
at quarter, and halfback duties
will alternate between Bill Davis,
Walt Hirth, Jim D a 1 e y, Bing
Crowe, and Charlie Squeri. Fullback chores will fall to Jim Liber
and Bob Conway.
Xavier fans making the trip
also can look for Jack Saban to
do a lot of defensive work as he
•
Chet Mutryn, Avondale campus hero a few years back, Is called showed some vicious tackling in
"'lhe claa of the lea1ue" (AAC) by Biiiy Kelly, sports editor of the several brief speels at backing
the line last week.
. ~!lff~o co-.rler·E~preu•..

"JERKS" SOUKS
Color to please the young man ••• in these
"Jerks" with their bright diamond design.
Medium weight cotton • • . brown, navy, or
maroon backgrounds, with ·contrasting color
combinations. Sizes I0 to 13.

• • • •

lie•'• Fural••l•I•

1

Sireet Floor
_____ li

r

..
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Nt1me Barids Hit Coricert Halls •••

DOWN FRONT
By A.I lJloaer

Play Title Roles

Vets Eligible
Religion Class
Given By Masque For Commissions To Get Football
Army veterans who meet the
A football signed by all players
Society Director necessary
requirements are now and coaches on this year's foot(Continued from Page 1)
eligible to make application for
Burghley, minister to Elizabeth commissions as Second Lieutenof England; Dermot Grice, Lib- ants in the Officers R e s e r v e
eral Arts sophomore, as John Corps. (0.R.C.) Any veteran who
Knox, leader of the Protestants beld the rank of warrant officer
in Scotland; Otis Schulte, Liberal or enlisted personnel of the first
Arts junior, as the English am- three grades and saw active duty
bassador, Throgmorton; and Will- between Dec. 7, 1941, and June
iam Schulte, Liberal Arts junior, 30, 1947, may make application.
Further stipulations are that
as Darnley, the husband of Mary
the
man must be 21, and not yet
of Scots.
28 years old; be physically fit,
Final casting is now in progress and a citizen of the United States.
and the complete cast will be as- Veterans seeking further inforsembled this week. Evenings for mation on this subject should
rehearsals will be posted on the contact the Military Office in St.
main student bulletin board in Barbara Hall.
Science Hall.
Mr. Dial, director, issued a plea
for technicians for the coming
production. Men are needed to
handle make-up, lighting, stage
work and production. There are
also openings for those interested
in publicity, advertising, and proNO BAND TOO BIG motion. Any student wishing to
join the g r o u p, in any of the ·
above capacities, is urged to contact Mr. Dial in the main faculty
room or William Costello, assistant director, in Room 116, Elet
CALL RUTH RI LEY

WHERE ARE THE NAME BANDS?-The Central Ticket Office
here in Cincinnati publishes a weekly magazine.called "Your Host."
This magazine is a rather complete and very interesting.iittle guide
to Cincinnati. I took a look at this week's issue and some of the
things in there set me to thinking about a situation which is becoming more noticeable every week. The situation is t\lis: How many
name dance bands are dance bands? Look at "Your Host" or look at
the daily paper and see how many big time bands are playing in
our local dance halls. Or, to go a step farther, pick up a New York
paper and see what's going on there. The situation is the same there.
There's no shortage of name baqds-the radio gives testimony of
that. Well then, where are they?
You'll find the answer on the same amusement page. You just
looked in the wrong place. You won't find the famous dance bands
in the dance halls-you'll find them in the concert halls. Yessir, the
day has come when you go into the entertainment business, not to
entertain-oh no, heaven forbid! Who came up with that quaint
notion? What you really go into the "entertainment" business for
is to make money. Oh sure, you make money playing in dance halls
and country clubs, but not big money. And when you're a big name
band you've got to make big money.
"Why not," says the big band leader. "After all, the suckers go
for it. We play for two hours and make more than we would playing
two nights for dances. We pack 'em in at three dollars a head, make
'em sit down and behave, and at the same time sell 'em our records
and sheet music. Not a bad racket, is it?"
No, it isn't a bad racket. I'll admit that. But take a listen to this,
Mr. Big-time. The suckers will keep coming-for awhile. But in the
meantime people want to dance. And the dance-hall managers can't
afford to put up the sky-high guarantee that Mr. B. T. wants (demands). So he hires a local band that makes some pretty good music. !Ian.
Pretty soon people like this local boy. And why do they like him?
Maybe his music isn't as good as Big-time's, but he plays for them
to dance. And dance music (even bad dance music) sounds an awful
lot better when you're dancing with a pretty girl in your arms than
it does sitting in a hard theatre seat alone-because you couldn't
afford the six bucks plus that it'd take to bring your girl alOng.
And where is Mr. Big-time during all this? Why he's still in the
concert hall-the empty concert hall. Or if he's smart enough he's
out "reorganizing" his band and starting from the bo.ttom to get
back up where he would have been all the time if he'd only i·emembered the people who put him the there-the kids who like to
dance.

ball squad will go to the Christian Culture or Religion class
with the highest per capita average of donations to Patna Missions during the period from
Mission S u n d a y, Oct. 24, to
Christmas.
Rev. Frank T. Dietz, S.J., student counsellor, who is in char1e
of the mission collection, reports
that it is up to the winning class
to decide what to do with the
football. However, Fr. Dietz suggests that a raffle or auction, with
the proceeds going to Patna, 'be
held to decide which member of
the class will keep the ball.

ORCHESTRAS
TO FIT EVERY BUDGET

The

~arney

NO BAND TOO SMALL

Rapp Agency

-

MA 0003-MA 0004

* * • .• •

STAGE-I found out who Billie Worth is. A few columns back
I mentioned that Billie Worth will take the part of Annie in the
coming production of "Annie Get Your Gun". The name was familiar but I couldn't place it. Now I know. She was the dancer in the
Mary Martin production. In fact she understudied Miss Martin. Aside
from that change, this is substantially the same company that played
here last year. Nobody will forget Mary Martin as the tough and
tender-hearted little Annie. But I understand that Miss Worth does
a very good job-better, in fact, than her immediate predecessor,
Joan Edwards. If you haven't seen the show, and your budget will
allow a slight splurge, I'd recommend that 'you go down to Taft the
week after next and take it in. Not even "Oklahoma's" songs can
beat "Annie's."

without llefldi111 lot t/Jese

ARROWS!
WANT to start the season right? Start It
In style? Head for our collection of new
autumn arrivals by Arrow!

• • • • •

SCREEN-For swing fans comes a picture that should send
them into ecstasies. Danny Kaye's new picture, due at the Albee
Nov. 4, is called "A Song Is Born." Helping in the delivery of the
song (s) (I counted eight), are such well-known gentlemen of the
music world as Tommy Dorsey, Benny Goodman, Charlie Barnet,
Louis Armstrong, Lionel Hampton, The Golden Gate Quartette, The
Page Cavanaugh Trio, and Mel Powell. I put Mel Powell last on the
list because I wanted to say an extra word or two about him. I think
that Mel and his piano playing have been sorely missed. His G. I.
running mate, Johnny Desmond, has become quite successful, but
aside from New York appearances and recordings we haven't heard
much from Mel. I hope this picture does the trick.

They're the latest shirts, ties, and' handkerchiefs turned out by the Arrow folks-and
(we give you our word) Is a

.. ..
"'

AND RADIO (WHAT ELSE?)-Radio doesn't find its way into
this column very often, but I picked up a program Sunday afternoon
that just couldn't go unmentioned. I'm not even sure I have the name
right, I think it's Festival of Music. But if you tune in WKRC next
Sunday afternoon at two o'clock you'll hear it. It features a male
· chorus which can't be beat (except maybe by the Clef Club), singing well known songs.

A former executive secretary, now working at home,
will type manuscripts, term
papers, etc. Phone HU 094'7M

MIKE'S
BARBER SHOP
Cleanay & Montgomery Rds.
Haircuttinr

The Drug Store closest to
Xavier 'Unlvenlt~

The Abe Baumring
Pharmacy
EVANSTON

Attention Students
Take advantage of
Our money saving ofter
$5.00 Food Books for $4.25

Patsy Klein's

15c

Restaurant

A few squares east
of the Barracks

3412 Reading Road ~
Cincinnati 29, Ohio
Telephone AVon 9414

Arrow Shlrt1-ka1t• all their

Arrow tle1-lirand-11ew pattern1,

u1ual
niaglc
you'll
$3.65

lirand·new colore, liut no new
wrlnld11 (lult 011r woy of aaylng
that they're wrlnkl1°re1l1tant.)

1tyllng, and a few new
touchH of color and pattern
like. Sanforlaed, naturally.
up.

., ..,.

Arr.w H•lltlkerclllef1-couldn't
lie crbper or more 1ye=appeall111.
The perfect tlnlthlng to11ch, 35' up.

See ARROW at

~~?".~
Men's Wear - First Floor
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ARROW
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Business Dept.
Xavier. Student Appears On Same
Exam December 17 Program With Governor Dewey
The Department of Commerce
announced this week the final
six-hour comprehensive examinations in economics and accounting for all seniors expecting to
complete requirements for the
Bachelor of Science in Business
Administration degree in February will be held on Friday, Dec.
17, in South Hall.
Forty-five seniors will take the
comprehensive examination in
economics and 20 seniors in accounting. All students now graduating take the six-hour comprehensive examination istead of the
thesis which was discarded last
year. The examination, held from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m., is divided as follows: comprehensive 21h hours;
statistics 11,2 hours; objective 11,2
hours and general survey 1h hour.

• • t
8
Trad I.1IODIS

NFCCS Prexy Talk1
To Same Grorip

DISUNITY HIT CLEF CLUB BEGINS
DURING SESSION WEEKLY REHEARSAL

over at Collegeville, Ind., where
he gave a short talk in the St.
Joseph Fieldhouse.
Later the same day as the National Press Commission of the
NFCCS initiated its conference
proceedings Charley was scltt!duled to speak before the assembly on the same campus.
When asked for a comment,
Charley quipped, "No connections."

The Traditionist's Club held its
initial meeting of the year last
Sunday, Oct. 17, in Alber's Hall
at 10 a.m. Prior to the meeting,
members had attended Mass and
received Holy Communion in a
body, according to the faculty
moderator, Dr. H e r b e rt T.
Schwartz.
The club, one of the oldest on
the c a m p us, is at present restricted to 12 members. It was
,' founded with the idea of reconciling modern thought with the
teachings of the Church. Meetings are scheduled for e v e r y
other Sunday of the coming year.
Plans for the future include
election of officers at. the next
meeting and a Rosary Crusade to
Our Lady of Fatima, including
leading of the Rosary daily in
Bellarmine Chapel every hour on
the half hour from 9: 30 to 4: 30
inclusive..

(Continued from Page 1)
class refuses to cooperate, then it
should be marked as being of
such a disposition.
Senior Councilman, Art Ney,
replied that one step towards
giving Council more force was the
action taken to make the "Kangaroo Court" effective. Council
guards will apprehend violaters
of school rules on the campus,
publish their names with a notice
of the date they are to appear in
court, and if the violators refuse
to comply with those proceedings
then they will be turned over to
the Board of Appeal and Sanction,
consisting of faculty members,
who will see to the prosecution
of the crimes from that point.
Members of the football· squad
will be posted as court deputies
to ensure orderly proceedings.

Xavier has reached national
political renown!
Though unaware of what was
in store for him when he trekked
to a National Press Conference
of the NFCCS at St. Joseph College, Collegeville, Ind., last Saturday and Sunday, -with four· of
his Xavier News collegues, Charley Hogan, National President of
the NFCCS and a junior at Xafier University, nevertheless, appeared on the same program with
none other than Thomas E.
Dewey, Republican aspirant for
(Continued from Page l)
the presidency of the United
comfortable for· freshmen who inStates.
Dewey, in winding up his mid- sist on defying Council. Frosh will
western campaign tour, stopped be sentenced to cleaning crews
and to other lowly tasks. If they
refuse to take their medicine,
they will go before a faculty '"~~~MM~~~~~. . . .
board headed by Rev. Raymond
Mooney."
RECORDS
The court will meet on Wed. nesdays and Fridays, while anySHEET MUSIC
Dr. Raymond F. McCoy, d1one wishing to put a freshman
rector of 'the Graduate Division, up for prosecution should hand in
GREETING CARDS
returned late Wednesday evening his name to one of the chief jusfrom Columbus where he attend- tices on Tuesdays or Thursdays.
At the Council meeting of Oct.
ed a meeting of the Institutional
4, Tom Link, junior class presiTeacher Placement Association. dent, proposed that the freshmen
34-36 E. Fifth St.
The ITPA, of which Dr. McCoy should be compelled to wear their
is president, is a branch of the beanies until the Homecoming ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ohio College Association and has game, as in previous years, in
as its purpose the placing of spite of the fact that the Marshall
For
teachers in jobs to the mutual game fell on so late a date. Art
Ney seconded the motion, pointGOOD TASTE
satisfaction of the teacher and ing out that many freshmen were
GOOD HEALTH
the school.
paying no attention to the counDr. McCoy presided and was cil ruling, and that the entire
one of the principal speakers. He class should be punished.
The freshmen spokesmen, Darspoke on "The Status of Teacher
rah and Feldman, based their pePlacement in Ohio."
Saturday morning, Dr. McCoy tition on Council's promise that
will speak before a group of nuns the beanies were to be worn only
on the campus, and Sunday he until Oct. 8 in order to get the
will address the Covington Dio- freshmen acquainted with one
scesan Sodality Union in .coving- another. The:r, said that Student
ton. His topic for both groups is Council was causing disunity in
"Is The United Nations a Suc- the school by its action, and invoked the right of referendum.
cess?"

Freshmen Defeated
On Beanie Issue

Dept. Head Attends
T
h Pl
eac er acement
H0 Id Association Meet

Jnitial Meeting
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SONG SHOP

CAMEL54/B

NO THROAT

SO-IA!f ~

.tlve ffl smJi~ Camels·

The Xavier University Clef
Club under the director of Mr.
Franklin Bens, with Mr. Andre
Golembiewski as accompanist,
have begun weekly periods of rehearsals in preparation for the
numerous concert appearances,
radio broadcasts, and University
functions to be held throughout
the year. The group includes 70
male voices.
Some of the highlights of last
year included appearances at
Louisville, Covington and Portsmouth, Ohio. The Rev. John V.
Usher, S.J., is faculty moderator.
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ES, here is a cigarette so mild that, in a total of 2470 exacting throat
examinations of hundreds of men and women who smoked Camels
exclusively for 30 consecutive days, throat specialists found not one
single case of throat irritation due to smoking Camels.
Why are Camels so mild? Choice tobaccos-infinite care in their
ageing-plus matchless blending to bring you a full, rich flavor and a
cool mildness that says "Camels," and only Camels!
·But prove it yourself in YOUR "T-Zone"-T for Taste and T for
Throat. Make the Camel 30-Day Test with our money-back guarantee!
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Make rhe 3~·day C~mel cesc yourself,
If, at any came during chese 30 days,
you are not convinced that Camels are the mildest cigarerte you have ever amoked,
return the package with the unused Camels and we will refund your full purchue
price, plus postage. This oiler is good for 90 days from rhis dare.
(Sig1ml) R. ]. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Wlnston·Salem, Norm CatOlina.
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Rapp To Play
For ROTC Ball
Jack Dillon, chairman of the
Military Ball Committee, announced this week that the orchestra of Barney Rapp with
songstress Jean Mccarren would
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IRC To Meet
With Edgecliff
Members of the International
Relations Club will meet with the
IRC of OLC next Tuesday evening, Oct. 26, at Edgecliff. Tom
Courtney of the Xavier IRC will
lecture on "The B a l a n c e of
Power."
New inductees in the IRC accepted at the last meeting of the
club are: Jerry Conrey, John
Hiltz, Peter B r us e, Jim King,
Mike Mulhern, Frank DeCecca
and Len Supple.

Alumnae To Be Host
To Religious Satiu·day

Jack Dillon
be employed for the Ball, which
is being held at Castle Farm on
Nov. 19. Mr. Rapp also played at
last year's Military Ball.

• • •

Capt. James E. Aud, moderator
of the Rifle Club, anounced that
at the meeting held Monday the
new constitution was ratified.
More stringent controls are
placed over attendance at meetings and firing practice by the
constitution, which also tends to
bind the Club into a more compact, active unit. The old members voted Monday to take in
approximately 75 members from
the freshman class.

• • •

Having completed his tour of
Army enlistment, Sergeant Kenneth L. Erickson has vacated his
position as an assistant instructor
in the Military Department of
Xavier University. Sgt. Erickson
came to Xavier in June, 1946, and
will continue to reside in Cincinnati since he is taking a position
with the local office of the National Guard.

Raincoats
Umbrellas
Rubbers

The Alumnae Association will
be hostess to the religious of
of Greater Cincinnati at an open
house to held on the campus this
Saturday. After meeting in Albers Hall the association's guests
will be shown recent additions
to the Xavier campus-the ROTC
buildfog, the recreation building,
science laboratory, and the snack
bar.
Dr. Raymond F. McCoy, head
of the graduate division, and the
Rev. Victor Stechschulte, S.J.,
will be available to answer questions about Xavier. In Albers
Hall after the tour, tea will be
served.

Xavier To Be Host 1
To NFCCS Session

THE MUSIC B.OX

(Continued from Page l)
Joseph, Maple Mount, Ky., Our
Lady of Cincinnati, Mt. St. JoFor Delicious Food and cocktails
seph, Villa Madonna and Xavier.
in
a charming, intimate and soJerry explained, "We are trying to reach each individual stuphisticated atmosphere_.
d.,it on the Xavier campus, as
well as all students in the Region.
Music to relax you.
Cocktails
The NFCCS has something for
that satisfy till 1:00 A.M.
them about which they are unSaturday, 2:00 A.M.
aware. There are a few who have
found out, but the majority of the
FOVN'J'AIN SQVARE DO'J'E£
students are still in the dark,
Robert Cordray, Mgr.
MA 4660
wondering just what this apparently mixed-up organization is.
Saturday we are going to spend iiiffiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiffiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'iiiiiiii'iimil
the entire day telling them ex- llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!ll!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!lllllll!!I
actly what the NFCCS is.
"The students who have under- taken the presentation of this
convention have been working
themselves to the utmost. They
have not been working for themThe tremendous value of milk as a natural
selves, but for each student on
the campus that he might help,
energy restoring food makes it an essential
through the NFCCS, none other
in every student's diet.
than himself and Xavier."

.r#lr#ir#ir=r=1r=11=11=========-.
Too Important To Forget -

XAVIER's FAVORITE
BARBER

JULIUS LOHR
3757 Montgomery Road

J. H" FIELMAN DAIRY CO.
2519 Vine Street

AV. 6480

3 Blocks East of Campus

"I smoked CHESTERFIELDS
between scenes while
making my new pidure,
JOHNNY BELINDA,

they're MILDER •••
It's MI cigarette."

fo:!/!!~
JOHNNY BELINDA

A WAHNER RHOS. PICTURB

Galoshes
for men, women
and children.

.

. . lit G\Rl ot Penn State says-

{.\,uca, ~

fl" Ids because theu are

0- I "I smoke
Chester ie They're MILDEB
.
tte for me.
,,
.
the right '?'gare d mu taste agree.
and their taste an

SATURDAY EVENING

CHARLIE

KEHRER

And His ORCHESTRA
SUNDAY. EVENING

WI LL

OSBORNE
And His ORCHESTRA

,· , Reservations CH 3086'. /

